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ENGLISH (COMPULSORY) 
[According to the syllabus of 2021]A 

Second Paper 
Time—1 hour 

Full Marks – 40 
                                                               Subject code: 

 

 

[N.B-The figures in the right margin indicate full marks.] 
 
 

1. Fill in each gap with a suitable word from the box.                          10X.5=5 

critical separate the treatment without 

if infectious who patient for 

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an (a) __________ disease. This virus can lead a (b) 

__________  to pneumonia, respiratory failure, septic shock, and death.  Data shows the disease is 

mild in 80 percent of patients; sever in 13 percent and (c) __________  in 6 percent. People who are 

experiencing mild COVID-19 will typically be able to recover at home (d) __________  hospital 

treatment. But they try to stay in a (e) __________  room away from other people in their home. They 

should also use a separate bathroom (f) __________  they can. However, around 1 in 5 patients with a 

coronavirus infection may become serious and they need to go a Hospital for (g) __________  . Some 

may also need ICU support. It may critically sever for (h) __________  old people.  There is no remedy 

or vaccine (i) __________  COVID-19. People (j) __________  have symptoms of coronavirus infection 

should continue to self-isolate. 

2. Fill in each gap with a suitable word from the box.                          10X.5=5 

up in preserve a grow out for the 

Students should observe a)___ rules of health. They should get b)__ from the bed early c)___ the 
morning and go d)___ for e)___ walk. Beside these, they should take care to perform all those things 
which are useful for the f)___ of health. They should take part in games and sports regularly. These are 
essential g)___ their physical and mental h)___. They should also follow i)___ rules of health because 
health is j)___ root of all happiness.  
 
3. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.                  10X.5=5 

The proper way (a) ––––study involves regular and proper understanding. In order to get  (b) –––best 

benefit from study, we should read (c) –––– and intelligently. We should not study (d) –––– for the 

purpose (e) –––– passing examinations. We should take genuine interest (f) ––––our studies so that we 

can enjoy (g) ––––we read. This will give us knowledge and wisdom (h) ––––  broaden the horizon of 

our (i) ––––. We should, therefore, study not for immediate gains but for increasing (j) ––––wealth of 

our mind. 

4. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.                  10X.5=5 

Teaching is a suitable profession (a) ––––  women and it helps them to (b) –––– up their career and 

look (c) ––––their family. Very few people understand (d) ––––amount of work that a teacher has to 

do. In fact, a teacher does a lot of work (e) ––– taking classes, examining the answer (f) –––– of the 
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https://www.webmd.com/lung/understanding-pneumonia-basics
https://www.webmd.com/a-to-z-guides/sepsis-septicemia-blood-infection
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html
https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/q-a-coronaviruses
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students. A good teacher has to study a lot in order to know (g) –––– latest development regarding 

teaching opportunities for professional development exist (h) ––––– for everyone in teaching, Yet due 

to social family circumstances, it (i) –––– becomes difficult for women (j) –––– take them. 

5.  Make five sentences using parts of sentences from each column of the table.             10X.5=5 

A B C 

E-mail can be transmitted than telephone calls. 

Messages has brought from one country to another within seconds. 

It has become greatly dependent on this speedy mode of 
communication. 

Trade and 
commerce 

has not reached everyone, especially in developing countries. 

It is far cheaper a revolution in modern communication. 

 

6. Make five sentences using parts of sentences from each column of the table.                        10X.5=5 

World’s climate  
Destruction of forests  
World temperatures 
Greenhouse effect 
Such an imbalance  

 
cause 
are 
is 
   

one of the major causes of global warming. 
greater natural disaster in the days ahead. 
also the likely causes of this natural disaster. 
 undergoing a significant change in recent 
years. 
increasing to a great extent day by day. 

 

7. Suppose you are Raihan/ Raihana a student of Bogura Zilla School. You have decided to go for a 

study tour. Now write an application to the headmaster asking permission to go for a study tour.         10 

 

 


